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NPTEL has announced various awards such as NPTEL DISCIPLINE STARS, NPTEL

DOMAIN SCHOLARS and NPTEL BELIEVERS based on the criteria mentioned.

Management, Principal, Deans and HoDs congratulate the following faculties for their best

performance in NPTEL examinations during the period JAN-APR 2022.

NPTEL DISCIPLINE STARS (JAN-APR 2022)
Criteria
1. Candidates should have completed courses whose duration totals to 50 weeks or more.

2.All courses should be in a particular discipline (as seen from the discipline of the course
code)

3. The final score in every course must be >=55

MATHEMATICS

CSE IT



NPTEL DOMAIN SCHOLARS (Jan-Apr 2022)
Criteria

Domains are being created in multiple disciplines. Basic guidelines are as follows:

1. Every domain will comprise Core courses and Elective courses.
2. The learner has to complete and pass all the core courses listed.
3. The student can take electives from the list of choices available as specified as

required for the domain and should pass these courses too.
4. The Final score in any of the courses in a domain should not be < 55.
5. Average of all courses in the domain should be >= 60.
6. Every domain also has another parameter - number of weeks of learning that have

to be completed.
7. A candidate is supposed to have completed a domain when the number of core and

elective courses defined have been done (passed as per course criteria and Final
score in each >= 55 with average >=60) AND the sum of the duration of the courses
taken in the domain >= number of weeks of learning specified.

8. It is recommended that the domain be completed within a period of 3 years from the
date of starting the first course.

9. If the same course is listed in different domains, then it will be counted in only one
domain for calculation.

NPTEL BELIEVERS (JAN-APR 2022)

Candidates will be recognized as NPTEL BELIEVERS if

1. They were present for 4/5/6 exams in JAN-APR 2022

2. They were certified in atleast 4 exams in which they have appeared
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